
Addendum 1- Request for Proposals- Printing and mailing of tax bills 

 

The Request for Proposals for Printing and mailing of bills for the Treasurer’s Office dated 

September 27, 2021 is amended as follows: 

In Section 5- Scope of Services, the third paragraph is amended by striking the number 2 and 

replacing with the number 1 as follows: 

 

In general, the standard mailing for Real Estate and Personal Property Bills will be composed 

of: 

  1   # 10 Outbound envelope. 

  1 2   #   9 Courtesy Reply Window envelopes. 

1 8.5” x 11” Invoice micro perforated at remittance stubs. 

 

 

Question and Answers 

 

 

1. Do you require/prefer a local vendor?  

No 

 

2. Why is this going out for bid?  

The current contract ends on October 31, 2021.  

 

3. Do samples need to be approved for each processing?  

Yes 

 

4. Please provide a sample of the quarterly newsletter. See attached 

 

5. What time will data be transmitted to the vendor?   

Approximately 4:00PM, five business days prior to date of mailing. 

  

6. What does ‘Conditional proposals will not be accepted.’ mean? 

We cannot accept a proposal that has any conditions that the vendor makes on the 

requirements of the RFP, i.e., "The vendor can meet the mailing deadline and pricing so long 

as the town provides..." 

 

7. Will the Town and/or MUNIS provide appropriate file layouts, mapping, and other required 

information that corresponds with the Town's specific MUNIS implementation? 

Yes 

 

8. Is there a provision for price increase due changes in cost of living index, inflation, etc.? 

No, the price you provide must remain firm for the entire contract. 

 

9. Are there any plans to change software provider during the term of this contract? 

No 

 



10. On page seven (7) it states, ‘Occasionally, extra stubs such as Miscellaneous Tax Fund 

Contribution Forms or flyers will have to be inserted.’  What are the specifications for these 

"stubs"? The only insert will be the quarterly newsletter. There are no “stubs” to be inserted. 

 

11. On page eight (8) it states, ‘must return Certified Receipt to Collector.’  What does this 

mean? 

The Town requires a Certificate of Mailing.  

 

12. On page nine (9) it states, ‘Highly Advantageous: Accepts data transmissions via secure e-

mail (provided by Vendor).’  By ‘secure e-mail’ are you referring to SFTP or a secure web 

portal? 

Yes, or the equivalent 

 

13. Will the tabulations of the evaluation rankings be published for public review? 

Evaluations will be available to the public after the evaluation process is complete.  

 

14. Who currently produces and mails the Demand Notices? 

The Treasurer’s office 

 

15. Is Appendix A (e.g. pages 12-13 of the RFP) the only requirement for the Price Proposal? 

Yes 

 

16. Does your software vendor provide any incentives when selecting one of their “preferred 

partners”? 

No 

 

17. How many references are required to be submitted? 

Please see Section 4, paragraph B of the Request for Proposals. 

 

18. Are the #10 outbound envelopes window or closed faced?  

The envelopes for the bills that are mailed to residents are window.  

 

19. The requirements list 5 years of experience in Massachusetts municipalities. We are a newly 

approved government printing and mailing company. Would that disqualify us?  

You must meet the minimum requirements in order for the bid to be evaluated.  If you do not 

have experience in any Massachusetts municipality, you would not meet that requirement.  

 

20. Please clarify the following statements that seem to contradict.  

“Since the Town is guaranteeing the Vendor all of the invoice volume through October 31, 

2024, the Town expects a uniform per piece rate.” 

This means we are committed to giving the vendor all the invoice volume through October 

31, 2024, whatever that amount is for that timeframe. The amounts are estimates and not 

actuals because they can change depending upon development of the town from year to year. 

 



“The quantities listed in the Scope of Services and in Appendix A are simply estimates for 

bid purposes only. The Town will not be obligated to purchase in any specific quantity 

during the period of the contract.” 

We cannot guarantee the exact amount of each mailing due to government operations, sales 

of parcels, development of land, etc. 

Are the quantities guaranteed or estimates?  

Quantities are estimates 

 

21. Is every document type in black and white or are any in color? 

As Stated on Page 8, Item #6: The bill data is laser printed on specific forms that have 

different colors (some are double-sided).   

Examples are: Real Estate form is purple ink, water form is blue ink, demand forms are 

printed in red ink. 

 

22. Are the Demand Notices on pink paper?   

Yes 

 

23. If so, are any other color(s) of paper used for any other document types? 

No 

 

24. Is there an escalation clause in the contract in the case of increase in paper costs? 

No, prices must remain firm for the length of the contract. 

 

 

 

 


